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The return of Mass Maturation

The Wine approach –
Authenticity and Heritage
The majority of wines today are meant for
more authenticity and in particular the
medium quality wines that represent a very
important part of the production; they are
easier to drink and should not intimidate
the consumer.
Time has come for freshness, for fruit and
for appeal, but also for highlighting the
typical qualities of the regions of origin and
grape variety.
Identity is essential for the vinification and
maturing of theses wines.
Mass ageing is an obvious alternative today
for a good balance between wine and
wood. It is more attractive and more effective as much as from the consumer’s point
of view as from the winemaker’s.

Brand image

Made-to-measure only offers a small
amount of legibility on the product and its
uses, and it deprives the users from an angle of
approach that, today, is operational.
A rationalized range offers more legible
perspectives with a logic more related to
the use of the vat.
And so, a new range was created from
this reflection.
Rousseau Cooperage offers products
allowing for simple and fast comparison in
terms of budget, results and use. The 228L
Burgundy shape barrel becomes the
standard reference in casks and comes in
10 barrels, 15 barrels, 20 barrels, etc., this
range also comes in an array of maturation
vats with different uses and results.

Why this new
approach?
Standardisation
for
competitive prices

The induced savings

With 50 years experience of making
and using large volumes,
Rousseau Cooperage
wishes to instil new
enthusiasm by offering
a range of standardised products.

More and more uses
The first series where put into use as from
1999 with rigorous studies on the effect
and performance of mass maturing.
Today recommendations to these solutions
are systemised on aimed segments and the
results speak for themselves.
Many have abandoned maturing in exotic
oak barrels and have returned to mass
maturing in French oak vats.
The examples are endless and the percentage of people satisfied is excellent.

more

Regarding specific wines, a solution had to
be found to reduce the cost.
By standardising the range Rousseau
Cooperage can now offer products where
value for money radically merges with
applications where the problems of cost
remain essential.

Solutions for rationalizing
the offer

Large volume winemaking
makes the perception of the product very positive and symbolic.
The valorisation through the
wine’s image is also due to the presence of
the quality control tools and in the way they
are used. The personification of this
approach has a very sensitive effect on the
message that the winemakers wish to pass
on to their customers.

The passage from the barrel to the cask also
offers savings in terms of cellar logistics,
follow-up, analysis and intervention. This
aspect is essential while reaching a high
quality level more in phase with consumers
and the various distributors demands.
It should be noted that there is a shorter
immobilisation period essentially due to the
wine level and its biomass that is implied in
this kind of winemaking. The stock rotation
along with the availability of the wine is
optimised!

Technical data
The exchange surface is shaken up when
going from a 228 litres barrel to a 15 barrel
in volume. And so the contact surface
wine/lees, wine/wood, lees/wood does not
have the same ratio or pressure. Note the
influence of the shape of the bioreactor
(Cask or Vat) that allows for different
results.
The applications by arbitrations on the large
volumes and classic vats are starting to find
their way on the market so as to be able to
work on blending models.
The aim being to answer in the best way
possible to global market multicultural
demands.
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Ageing in mass offers efficient
quality prospects on wines intended
to be drunk for pleasure.
How to take a wine of medium
quality and make it more attractive
to the consumer’s point of view
while respecting constraints to keep
the price reasonable?
Ageing wine in Casks or Vats offers
an authentic alternative to this
problem.
After improving the range and some of the
functions, Rousseau Cooperage suggests
revised and new solutions.

This approach is a new and unique
procedure, since Rousseau Cooperage is
nowadays the only specialist in Casks and
Vats that offers this method.

Réalisation

Rousseau Cooperage
innovates with
its offer on large
volumes
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